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Let R be a root system of type A, (l: odd j, DI or one of E,, ET3 and E, . 
The purpose of this note is to show a numerical equality: 
pqr/d = nhc/h. 
Here pqrfd is a numerical invariant concerning about the Cartan matrix of 
R defined in Section 1 and u/x/h is a numerical invariant concerning about 
a Coxeter iransformatioI1 of R defined in Section 2. 
We give a proof of the equality in Section 4 using the self-intersection 
number of a Weil divisor on a rational surface. The argument is a version 
of that for the strange duality on the 14 exceptional unimodular 
singularities of Arnold due to Pinkham (cf. [ 1, 61). It might be quite 
interesting to find a purely arithmetic proof of the equality. 
The author would like to express his glatitude to his colleages I. Naruki 
and M. Tomari for their interest and helpful1 discussions and also to 
K. Ueno, who has noticed the author on some works on anti-canonical 
divisors. 
1. CARTAN MATRIX 
Let r be the Dynkin diagram for a finite root system R without a mul- 
tiple bond. We understand r as a diagram with three branches of length 
P, q, and r C21. 
For the case of type A,, we interpretate r to be a diagram branching at 
the middle point. Thus we disclude the case when i is even from our 
consideration. 
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We denote by d the determinant of the Cartan matrix of R. As one 
calculates easily, 
d= -Pqr+Pq+qr+rp. 
Thus we obtain Table I for p, q, Y. 
2. COXETER TRANSFORMATION 
Let h be the order of a Coxeter transformation (= the Coxeter number) 
for R. Exponents for R are defined as integers 0 <m, < cm, < h such 
that exp((m,/h) 27tfl) (i = l,..., 1) form the set of eigenvalues of a 
Coxeter transformation [2]. 
For a suitable positive integers a, h, and c, we have the following 
generating function for the set of exponents (cf. Note l), 
T”“+T”‘*+..‘+T”“=T 
h (T”- T“)(Th- Tb)(T”- T”) 
(TN- l)(Th- l)(T’- 1) ’ 
In this note, we shall call (a, h, c) the weights for the root system R. 
One calculates directly the Table of weights, Table II, using the data of 
exponents in [2]. 
Note 1. This is an immediate consequence of a general formula for the 
set of exponents for weighted homogeneous hypersurface singularities, 
TABLE I 





1 I+ I 
I+ 1 
4 
D, 2 2 l-2 4 l-2 
E6 3 3 2 3 6 
E, 4 3 2 2 12 
E8 5 3 2 I 30 
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TABLE II 
Type a h c h abcjh 
If1 Ii-1 1+1 if, 1 t 2 l-i-1 4 
DI 2 1-2 I-1 2(1-l) l-2 
E6 3 4 6 2 6 
6 4 6 9 18 12 
& 6 10 15 30 30 
where we modify the definition of weights and exponents suitably. (cf. [4, 
Table; 8, (3.7.1)]). 
We identify the rational numbers a/h, b/h, c/h with the weights r.r, p,., r- 
of the coordinates x, y, z for the weighted homogeneous polynomial 
.f‘(x, y, z) of degree 1, which defines the rational double point 
corresponding to the root system. 
Note 2. The weights and the Coxeter number are related by the follow- 
ing equality: a+b+c=h+ 1. 
3. COMPARISON 
By compairing tables in Sections 1 and 2, we obtain: 
THEOREM. Let R he a root system qf type A, (I: odd), D,, or one of E,, 
E,, and E,. Then the eq~a~~ty~ 
holds. 
d/pqr = h/ahc 
Note. The left-hand side of the equality can be interpreted as the 
spherical volume of the Schwarz triangle on P’(C) for the regular 
polyhedral group in PGL,(@) which corresponds to the type of the root 
system. 
The same type of the equality holds for “indefinite root systems,” where 
the left-hand side of the equality is interpreted as the volume of the fun- 
damental domain in the upper half plane for the corresponding Fuchsian 
group of the first kind (cf. [7, (S-6.3), (5.7.3)]). 
4. A PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this pararaph, we shall construct a singular rational surface x with a 
Weil divisor C in it. The self-intersection umber C2 is calculated by two 
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different ways: one method gives the values h/abc and the other d/pqr (cf. 
(4.5)). This gives an interpretation of the assertion of Section 3. The 
rational surface was once used by Brieskorn for a study of resolution for a 
mapping of type, E, (cf. [ 31). 
(4.1.) Let (a, b, c) be weights and let h =a + b + c- 1 be the 
Coxeter number for a root system R as in Table II. 
There exists a weighted homogeneous polynomial f(x, y, z) of degree h 
in three variables x, y, and z by giving weights a, b, and c for the variable, 
such that the hypersurface in C3, 
x0: .0x, Y, z) = 0 
has an isolated singular point at 0, which is known as a rational double 
point. For instance, A,: x’+ ’ + y* + z*, D,: x*y + y’~- ’ + z*, E,: x4 + y3 + z*, 
E,: x3y + y3 + z2, E,: x5 +y3 + z* (cf. [4]). 
The smooth afline variety in C3, 
X:,f(x,y,z)= 1 
will be called the Milnor fiber. 
(4.2) A compactification of the Milnor fiber X is given by a com- 
pact hypersurface in P(a, b, c, 1 ), 
x: f(x, y, z) = wh, 
where the weighted projective space P(a, b, c, 1) is a quotient of C4 - { 0} 
by the relation (x, y, z, w) - (Px, thy, fz, tw) for t E C*. 
There is a natural embedding, 
XCI, (x,y,z)l+(x:y:z:l) 
so that the complement curve, 
C:= x-X=XnP*(a,b,c) 
(here P*(a, b, c): w = 0.) is a Weil divisor. (For a description of C at a 
singular point of x, see Assertion 1 in (4.3).) Note that C is isomorphic to a 
smooth rational curve C := X0- {0)/C* in P*(a, b, c) defined by 
f(x, y, z) = 0. (C is smooth since X,, - (0) is smooth and is rational since 
x’/y” defines a simple or a double covering of C over P’ branching at most 
at two points.) 
(4.3) The singular points of X, which automatically lie on C, are 
described as follows. 
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ASSERTIONS. 1. For each singular point x qf x, there exists a positive 
integer p > 1, such that we have a local isomorphism, 
(X x) = (@*, 0)/Z, 
u U 
(C, x) = (a=, 0)l.q. 
Here the action qf Z, on C2 is given by (w, u) H (cw, [a) ,for [ E fi 2r Z,,, 
(w, v) E @*, and @ is a linear suhspace of C=’ defined by MI = 0 on Elhich [ E Z, 
acts by (v) t-+ (iv). 
2. The set of the orders p of the cyclic groups,for the singularities of X 
coincides \rith the {p, q, r}, where p, q, r is given in Table I in Section 1 (cf 
Note 1 ). 
Proej: The chart x # 0 of p(a, b, c, 1) is given as a quotient of 1 x @’ by 
the relation, 
so that 8 on that chart is given as a quotient variety of the affine variety in 
1 x C3 defined by, 
Y: ,f( 1, J’, Z) - IVh = 0 
by the action of Z,. 
Ifapointx=(l,y,z, w) of Y is a fixed point of the action, then w = 0. If 
x = (1, 0, 0, 0)~ Y, then the isotropy group at the point is 77,. If 
x = (1, y, 0,O) E Y for a y #O, then the isotropy group at the point is 
fin fi = ZRcdtrr.h,. If x = (1, 0, Z, 0) E Y for a z ~0, then the isotropy 
group at the point is tin fi ” %<.dl‘,.~l. 
We may choose f’( 1, y, z) - PV~ and PV as a part of local coordinates of 
1 x C’ at a fix point x of Y, since the rank of 
(j(f-w,‘J,W) c?f df -h\rh-’ 
a(y, z, w) = 
i i 
&Z 
0 0 1 
at x is equal to two. (Otherwise af/ay, 3f/az, w, and f - u” are zero at that 
point and hence also af/ax is zero. This contradicts to the isolatedness of 
the singular point of X,.) Recall an obvious relation, 
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for c E Z,. Therefore the Jacobian of the axiom of [E Z, at a fixed point x 
on Y is calculated as, 
Since 4’ acts as a multiplication on one coordinate w of Y at x, it acts as a 
multiplication on the other local coordinate u of Y at x. This gives the 
description of Assertion 1. 
By a cyclic change of the roll of x, y, z, we obtain all singular points of X. 
2. Due to the description of the above 1, all singular points of X are 
on C A (I, v I, v lZ), where I,, 
P2(a, b, c). 
I,, and 1, are the coordinate axis of 
By introducing a notation, 
m(a,,...,l7~) I= # (n,,...,n,)E(~.O)k:h= f 121ui 
i i= I I 
for k E N and putting a, : = a, a, .=  b, a, :=c and 1, :=I,, I, :=I?, I, := I,, 
we obtain the set A of the orders of isotropy groups at the point 
C n (1r v 1, v 13) as follows: 
A = 6 {ui} u 6 { gcd(a,, aj): ~(a,, a,) - 1 times) 
i= I r.j= 1 
m(u,) = 0 r#i 





(Here in the definition of A, we count the elements of A together with is its 
multiplicity.) 
By deleting the element l’s from A, we obtain the set of orders of groups 
for the singular points of X. By a direct calculation of the set A, one proves 
2 of the assertion. Q.E.D. 
Note 1. To be exact, the statement of Assertion 2 is true up to the 
elements equal to 1. Therefore one needs to modify the statement properly 
for the cases of types A,. 
Note 2. As we have seen in the construction of the set A in the proof of 
the Assertion 2, the set ( p, q, r) of Table I is determined from the set 
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(a, h, c> of the Table II by purely arithmetic procedure without using any 
transcendental (topological) means. 
Note 9. The integral multiple pqrC of C is a Cartier divisor in x. 
(4.4) Let rr: 2, X be the minimal resolution of singularities of B 
and let c be a strict transform of C. As a consequence of Assertion 1 of 
(4.3) the exceptional set E := K’(X) for a singular point XE~ is a 
smooth rational curve with the self-intersection number E* = -p (cf. also a 
proof of Assertion 3 below). The curves c and E intersect at a point trans- 
versally. Thus the divisor 8- X has the following figure, 
where p, q, r is in Table 1. 
ASSERTIONS 3. The canonical divisor KY qf 8 is given by 
KF= -(2c + E, + E, + E,). 
4. The self-intersection number of i? is given by 
p= -1. 
Proof. We construct a meromorphic section w of the canonical bundle 
of 1. First, let us consider a 3-form on C4 
~ : = (ax dy dz + by’ dz dx + cz d,x dy) dw + w dx dy dz 
W'(f(XJ,i)--q 
Since deg(Q) = 0 and 
l 
a a a 




the form 52 induces a meromorphic 3 form on p(a, b, c, l), having a simple 
pole along ?? and a double pole along IFD(a, b, c), which we shall denote 
again by Q. Let us define a two form W on X by the residue, 
W : = Resx(Q). 
Since on the afline chart C3 x 1 of p(a, b, c, 1 ), Q has an expression 
dx dy dz/( f(x, y, z) - 1 ), W does not have zeros or poles on the Milnor 
fiber X=Rn(@'x 1). 
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Denote by o the lifting of 0 from x to 3. Let us show that w has a pole 
of order 2 along c and simple poles along the exceptional divisors E, 
(i = 1, 2, 3). 
As in the proof of Assertion 1 in (4.3), let Y be the afline variety in 
1 x UZ3(y, z, w) defined by the equation f( 1, ~1, z) - w” = 0 on which the 
group Z, acts so that Y/Z, is an a&e chart of ,%? Since Sz 1 1 x 6Z3 = 
u dy dz dw/w2(f( 1, y, z) - wh), we have Res ,(sZ) = a dz dw/w2 af/ay = 
---a dy dw/w2 af/az = g(dw dtfw2), where (w, u) is the local coordinates of Y 
in Assertion 1 of (4.3) and g is a unit invariant by the isotropy group. 
At a fixed point x of Y, the quotient map (Y, x) --f (Y/Z,, x) = (Z, x) is 
described by a Veronese map @’ + UZp+ ‘, (w, u) F+ (@, M.‘P ‘u,..., up), and 
the resolution of c2/iZ, is obtained by a strict transform of the blowing up 
of a=“+’ at the origin: 
(2, E) c pi?+ l, P) 
I I 
(X, x) c (cn+ l, 0). 
Thus one may choose W : = ~1~ and U : = w/v as local coordinates for an 
aftine chart of R at c n E, s.t. W = 0 defines the divisor E and U = 0 defines 
the divisor c. 
Using W and U, o is expressed locally at the point as 
dw dv 
o=g 2= -;e.i.(;)‘dwhd(;)= +!!!$ 
w 
This implies OE r(g, O$(K+ 2c+ E, + E, + E2)), which proves Asser- 
tion 3. 
Proof of Assertion 4. Apply the adjunction formula on 2 for the curve 
c. 
2g-2=(?‘+KFc, 
where g = genus of c = 0. By substituting KF = -2c - E, - E, - E, and 
applying cEi = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain the result. Q.E.D. 
(4.5) This paragraph is the goal of this note, where we calculate 
the sellintersection C2 of the Weil divisor C in X by two different ways. 
(i) The first method. According to Mumford [S, II], we first calculate 
the total transform C’ on 2 for C, taking because of Assertions 1 and 4, 
C.‘=Z.+$E,t!E, f;E,. 
9 
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Therefore, 
c2 := (C’)L -1 +;+i+;=-$ 
(ii) The second method. Let us denote by C,, C,,, and Cz the curves 
in F, detined by x=0, y =O, and z = 0, respectively. Since Ax + c(u+, 
1y + pw’, and AZ + PW’ form linear systems of rational Cartier divisors on 
2, we get numerical equivalences aC- C,, hC - C,., and CC- C,. 
Therefore, 
(iii) Comparing (i) and (“) b 11 a ove, one obtains the equality, 
d h -=- 
pqr ahc’ 
(4.6) Some other consequences on 2. As consequences of Assertions 
1, 2, 3, and 4, let us show some properties of 2. 
ASSERTION 5. (i) g is a rational surface, whose second Betti number is 
I+4. Herel:= rank R=p+q+r-2=(h/a-l)(h/h-l)(h/c-1). 
(ii) The Milnor lattice H2(X, Z) and the lattice Zz’@ @7=, ZE, are 
primitively embedded in H,(??, Z), so that they are orthogonal complement of 
each other. 
Proof Due to Brieskorn [4], the Milnor lattice H2(X, Z) is isomorphic 
to the root lattice of the corresponding root system. Particularly it has rank 
1 and the intersection form is negative definite, whose discriminant is equal 
to (- 1 )‘d. 
One calculates easily, c2 : = Euler number of R== Euler number of 
X+Eulernumberof(~-X)=I+6andcT=K$=(2~+EE,+E,+E,)2= 
8-p-q-r. Therefore x(~~)=&c: + c,)= 1. On the other hand, 
pm = h”(F, fJy(mKn)) = 0 f or m >/ 1, since -KY is effective. Thus applying 
the Castelnuovo’s criterium, we have shown (i). 
The intersection matrix of the lattice L : = Zz’@ @ ;= , ZE, is 
i -1l-p 1 o-q 0 1 0 O-r. 1 0 1  
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Therefore it defines an indefinite form of signature (1, 3), whose dis- 
criminant is equal to pqr-pq- qr - rp = -d. Particularly it is non- 
degenerate so that the lattice L is embedded in H,(p, Z). Since X and 
8- X do not intersect, H2(X, E) and L are orthogonal to each other. Since 
H,($ Z) is unimodular (’ . ’ Poincare duality), the coincidence of the dis- 
criminants of the two sublattices (up to sign) proves the (ii). Q.E.D. 
Nofes added in proof 1. In a discussion I. G. MacDonald has notified the author that the 
characteristic function 71”’ + ‘.’ + T”’ decomposes into cyclotomic polynomials for all fmite 
Coxeter groups, whose meaning is not yet clear. 
2. I. V. Dolachev has notice to the author that the equality d/pqr = h/abc can be 
obtained by studing certain intersection numbers on the resolution of the singularities, which 
is a dual procedure to the compactilication as done in this note (cf. P. Orlik and P. Wagreich, 
Isolated singularities with @*-actions, Ann. Mafh. 93 (1971), 205-228). 
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